
we use the beauty of every day 
to make every day more beautiful
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MAIN VALUES
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PORCELAIN SCULPTURES LIGHTING HOME ACCESSORIES FASHION
ACCESSORIES

MADE IN SPAIN FOR THE ENTIRE WORLD
Presence in over 100 countries

With headquarters in Valencia (Spain), Lladró has a 
selected network of own boutiques in the world’s major 

cities and around 1,000 authorized retailers.

A STORY OF PASSION FOR ART IN PORCELAIN 

THE BEGINNINGS EXPANSION INNOVATION PERFECTION NEW PATHS DIVERSITYCONSOLIDATION

The ‘60s The ‘70s The ‘80s The ‘90s The 2000s The 2010sThe ‘50s

Established in 1953, Lladró is a worldwide leader in the design, manufacturing 
and distribution of an extensive range of art porcelain creations. High quality 
works entirely handcrafted in Valencia, at the only Lladró factory in the world.  

 
The successful story of an iconic Spanish brand. A global leader in luxurious 

porcelain art and a benchmark for lifestyle internationally. 
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UNIQUE GIFTS

While Lladró undoubtedly brings to mind an image of a figurine, it is also a lamp, a 
vanguard object, a home fragrance or a fashion accessory. After six decades revolu-
tionizing the field of decorative arts with its consummate control of sculpture, Lladró 

continues opening up new lines with innovative products that elicit luxurious design 
while respecting the brand’s roots. Unique gifts for unique people that embody the 
most cherished memories, forever evoking that special experience or person, which 
is as unforgettable as each one of us.

LIGHTING FASHION
ACCESSORIES

DESIGNED BY HOME ACCESSORIES
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01023760
Lotus Firefly lamp 
(coral)
11” x Ø 4 3/4

01023793
Palm Firefly lamp 
(golden fall)
11 3/4” x Ø 4 3/4”

01023767
Cactus Firefly lamp 
(yellow and blue)
11 1/2” x Ø 4 3/4”

Cordless table lamps with rechargeable battery through USB and independent LED lighting. Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/firefly

LIGHTING

The firefly’s magical quality of emitting light 
is the inspiration for this collection, a series 
of cordless table lamps with chargeable bat-
teries and independent LED lights. Firefly 
lamps come with porcelain lithophanes as 
shades, whose translucent quality allows a 
warm, intense light to filter through. These 
are perfect for indoor and outdoor spaces. 
Their original designs are inspired by veg-
etal patterns and decorated with attractive 
combinations of colors that update table 
lamps in the unique language of porcelain.
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01023664
Mademoiselle table lamp Daniela 
14 1/2” x Ø 6 3/4”

01023668
Mademoiselle table lamp Elisabeth 
13 1/2” x Ø 10 1/4”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/ mademoiselle

Coquettish, refined and romantic, Lladró’s 
elegant ladies have been transformed into 
lamps in the Mademoiselle collection. The 
light is filtered through the translucent por-
celain of their vaporous white “skirts” and 
projects the decorative pattern etched on 
the surface in a magical effect. The beauti-
ful headdresses are decorated with Lladró 
flowers, handcrafted petal by petal, and 
speak to us of the eternal feminine beauty 
in a fresh and colorful language. 

Lladró Unique GiftsLIGHTING
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Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/naturofantastic

Lladró Unique GiftsLIGHTING

01023728
Naturofantastic - Table lamp 
Organic Nature (gold)
20 3/4” x Ø 6 3/4”

01023744
Naturofantastic - Table lamp 
Living Nature (black) 
21 1/4” x Ø 6 1/4”

01023757
Naturofantastic - Table lamp 
Living Nature (multicolor) 
16 1/4” x Ø 4 3/4”

While seemingly opposites, organic and 
fantasy make the perfect couple. And the 
best example are the lamps in the Naturo-
fantastic collection, ornamented with natu-
ral motifs born from the imagination of 
Lladró artists. In black or white, inspired by 
the wealth of tropical coloring or with the 
complex technique of golden luster, there 
are different decorative versions as well as 
models that come with fabric or translu-
cent porcelain lampshades. Cheerful lamps 
that remind us that fantasy is relevant to 
modern design.  
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01023246
Belle de Nuit
Table lamp Little (Green)
11" x Ø 3 1/2"

01023326 
Belle de Nuit
Table lamp Little (Gold)
11” x Ø 3 1/2”  

01023286
Belle de Nuit
Table lamp Little (Pink)
11" x Ø 3 1/2"

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/belledenuit

Lladró’s Belle de Nuit lamps speak to us 
in a new language of porcelain and color. 
They give off a warm light thanks to the 
lithophanes as shades, engraved with dif-
ferent decorative motifs. The rest is down 
to the wealth of Lladró’s palette of colors: 
from the most classic  model in white to the 
fun multicolor version, Belle de Nuit lamps 
decorate, illuminate and, above all else, 
add that exclusive magical touch to your 
favourite rooms.

Lladró Unique GiftsLIGHTING
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01023888
Koi Dome lamp
6" x Ø 4 1/2"

01023889
Wicker Dome lamp
6" x Ø 4 1/2"

01023890
Lace Dome lamp
6" x Ø 4 1/2"

by lladró lab

Lladró Unique GiftsLIGHTING

These attractive lamps with large dome-
shaped shades are handmade and hand 
etched in translucent porcelain and can be 
used indoors and outdoors, given that they 
work with a LED module with rechargeable 
battery. They come in three decorative ver-
sions inspired by waves with golden carp, 
the lace edging of handmade fabrics and 
the wicker seating of artisan chairs. Evoca-
tive lamps with a warm light conducive to 
serenity and relaxation that can be regu-
lated with a dimmer switch.
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Lladró Unique Gifts

Unexpected, captivating, unique... this is The Guest, a ground-
breaking character created by Jaime Hayon for Lladró Atelier, 
a world of new experiences in porcelain where in-house de-
signers and external artists bring their own unique ideas to 
life, giving a distinctive personality to this singular porcelain 
being. The Guest collection includes spectacular limited edi-
tion, numbered series and monochromatic pieces in differ-
ent sizes and colors for the most modern interiors.

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/theguest

01007735
The yellow Guest-Little
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007734
The red Guest-Little
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007736
The blue Guest-Little
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007737
The green Guest-Little
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007284
The Guest by Tim Biskup - Little
Numbered edition
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007285
The Guest by Devilrobots - Little
Numbered edition
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01007731
The Guest by Paul Smith - Little
Numbered edition
11 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 4 1/4”

by jaime hayon

Paul Smith Tim Biskup Devilrobots 

DESIGNED BY
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01007254
The Lover III
15” x 8 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01007257
Conversation Vase I
20 1/2” x 12 1/4” x 12 1/4”

01007597
Small Conversation Vase
-Limited edition of 500 pieces-
15 1/4” x 10 3/4” x 10 3/4”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/thefantasycollection

by jaime hayon

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY

The creations in The Fantasy collection, de-
signed in collaboration with Jaime Hayon, 
mirror the perfect fusion between the artis-
tic quality of the brand’s porcelain creations 
and the playful, fantasy quality the designer 
brings to his works. The balance between ex-
pression and function, the studied combina-
tion of Lladró’s usual themes and the magic 
of the unexpected that Hayon is known for, 
make these pieces truly original objects that, 
over and above their decorative potential, 
are Lladró’s must have.
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01017150
Equus plate

3/4” x 8 1/4” x 8 3/4”

01017147
Equus bowl

2 3/4” x 7 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01017148
Equus pedestal bowl

4” x 7 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01017149
Equus butter dish
4 3/4” x 7 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01017152
Equus teapot

6 1/4” x 8 1/4” x 4 1/4”

01017154
Equus coffee cup 

with saucer
2 3/4” x 5” x 5”

01007077 
Canvas vase flowers tapestry
15” x 9” x 7 3/4”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/recyclos

by bodo sperlein by bodo sperlein

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY

The German Designer Bodo 
Sperlein focused on Nature 
using delicate elements of 
existing brand’s pieces to cre-
ate design-lead products for 
Lladró’s Re-Cyclos project. A 
collection of surprising decora-
tive and functional pieces that 
underline the beauty and qual-
ity of detail of all Lladró works. 
It includes the Equus series, a 
breakfast set, which incorpo-
rates parts of Lladró’s horse 
sculptures into functional ob-
jects for the art of the table.
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01009207
Goossiping - blue
7 3/4” x 2 1/4” x 2 1/4”

01009204
Goossiping - orange and green
8 1/4” x 4 1/4” x 3 1/4”

01009206
Goossiping - pink
7 3/4” x 2 1/4” x 2 1/4”

01009205
Goossiping - red and yellow
8 1/4” x 4 1/4” x 3 1/4”

01009078
Macaw bird (Dazzle)
-Limited edition of 500 pieces-
18 " x 7 3/4" x 7 3/4"

01009087
Sleeping bunny (Dazzle)
2 3/4”x 5” x 3 1/2”

01009162
Dolphins' dance (Dazzle)
7 3/4”x 16 1/4” x 6 3/4”

by lladró lab

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY

The cute geese in the Goossiping collection, 
with their flowered headcaps, reinterpret 
the beloved Mediterranean seashore life, 
the time to share, to laugh, to gossip and to 
enjoy the little pleasures.

In black and white or in full color, Lladró of-
fers you countless options to decorate your 
interiors. Dazzle collection, an artistic exer-
cise inspired by the celebrated vanguard 
camouflage technique based on complex 
geometric patterns, introduce a strikingly 
different array of Lladró creations.
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01009191
Chihuahua with Marshmallows
9 1/2” x 7 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01009192
Jack Russell with licorice
13 1/2” x 10 3/4” x 10 3/4”

Lladró has caught pets red-handed with 
their nose in the cookie or candy jar and 
has captured these sweet mischiefs in an ir-
ressistible collection.  The cuteness of pets 
is coupled with the fresh, contemporary 
vibe of these dogs whose size, expression 
and perfect anatomy make them almost 
real. This perfect combination is sure to 
add a light-hearted note to any corner of 
the home. 

by lladró lab

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY
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01009263
Swan
4 3/4” x 5 1/2” x 3 1/4”

01009264
Rabbit
4 3/4” x 5” x 2 3/4”

01009265
Owl
6 1/4” x 3 1/4” x 3 1/2”

01009266
Frog
2” x 4” x 3 1/4”

01009267
Hen
5” x 6 1/4” x 3 1/4”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/origami

Inspired by the abstraction of the Japanese 
art of origami or folding paper, Lladró has 
reinterpreted the animal kingdom with a 
geometric focus offering us a faceted im-
age with manifold sizes. In matte porcelain, 
decorated in white or in a glazed finish with 
different touches of color depending on the 
individual animal, the end result is a col-
lection of unique pieces in the perfect size 
to be combined in any space and to give a 
light-hearted playful touch to contemporary 
interiors. 

by lladró lab

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY
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01007846
Parrot Parade (coral)
16 1/4” x 9 3/4” x 7 3/4”

01007859
Parrot Icon
11 3/4” x 6 3/4” x 6 3/4”

01007850
Parrot Parade (blue)
16 1/4” x 9 3/4” x 7 3/4”

Original vases, candelabra, lamps and mir-
rors combining the exquisite decoration of 
the bids with the pure forms of the objects.  
Lovebirds, cockatoos, parakeets and parrots 
reproduced down to the tiniest detail that 
seem to come to life on branches coming 
out of the vases, candelabras, coat-hangers 
and mirrors, with lineal shapes extremely 
difficult to achieve in a material as alive as 
porcelain.

by lladró lab

Lladró Unique GiftsDESIGNED BY

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/theparrotparty
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Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/hitoiki

01009621
Tea cups
2 3/4” x 7” x 3 1/2”

01009622
Shochu Rock 
tumblers
3 1/4” x 7” x 3 1/2”

01009623
Hitoiki bowls
2 1/4” x 9 1/2” x 4 3/4”

Hitoiki (“moment of relaxation” in Japa-
nese) is a collection of objects for sake and 
tea. Pieces delicately hand-engraved with 
traditional Japanese motifs based on pat-
terns called “asanoa” (hemp leaf), which are 
believed to bring good fortune. An exclusive 
service to give a touch of distinction and 
symbolism to our special encounters. 

by lladró lab

01009619
Sake bottle
6 3/4” x 2 3/4” x 2 3/4”

01009620
Sake cups
2” x 5 1/2” x 2 3/4”

Lladró Unique GiftsHOME ACCESSORIES
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Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/fragrances

Volutes candle
3 1/2” x 3 1/4” x 3 1/4” 

Nose candle
3 1/2” x 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”  

Jasmine, orange blossom, vanilla, wood... 
Your home is your temple, your private space 
and your refuge, and there is a Lladró Home 
Fragrance that is just right for it.  Natural es-
sences combined with the artistic touch of 
handcrafted porcelain to decorate your home 
with aromas.  Either in scented candles or in 
liquid perfume diffusers, Lladró Fragrances 
will ensure you a unique aromatic experience. 

A garden in Spring, a stroll by the sea, the 
cozy smell of Mom’s baking wafting from 
the kitchen... Lladró’s Echoes of Nature 
Collection of scented candles are a gift for 
the senses. Elegant white satin glass vases 
crowned by porcelain covers decorated 
with shapes and colors related to the treas-
ured aromas. Home Fragrances evoking our 
most cherished moments. Once the wax is 
consumed, they become beautiful objects 
with an attractive design that displays nice-
ly in a group. 

volutes & nose candle

Lladró Unique Gifts

The pictures of the pieces may vary slightly from the original models.

by lladró lab

echoes of nature

HOME ACCESSORIES
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Lladró invites you to an exotic journey  
in a collection of diffusers and scented 
candles inspired by the fascinanting 
and mysterious Orient. The vases in 
the One thousand and one lights are 
entirely made in porcelain and their 

evoking shapes and colors are perfect 
for relaxing and enjoying your private 
moments. Once the wax or the liquid 
is consumed, they can be used as func-
tional objects with an attractive design 
that look nice grouped together.

by lladró lab

one thousand and one lights

Lladró Unique Gifts

The pictures of the pieces may vary slightly from the original models.

HOME ACCESSORIES
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01017318
Lithophane votive light - Lord Ganesha
4 3/4” x 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”

01017370
Lithophane votive light - Quixote
4 1/4” x 4” x 4”

01017372
Lithophane votive light - The great wild
4 1/4” x 4” x 4”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/lithophanesDiscover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/lithophanes

01018428
Lithophane votive light - Xmas messages
3 1/2” x 4” x 4”

01017347
Lithophane votive light - Cross-stich
3 1/2” x 4” x 4”

HOME ACCESSORIES Lladró Unique Gifts

01017360
Lithophane votive light - Taj Mahal
4 3/4” x 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”

The irresistible, evocative power of light that 
comes from a Lladró lithophane puts time on 
hold and gives way to dreams. Behind the 
meticulous designs engraved on their surface 
are, as always, the hands of the brand’s art-
ists. When the lithophane is turned on, with 
a tea light or a LED, the light filters through 
the translucent porcelain and brings out the 
decorative patterns creating a magical effect. 
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01010134
Fawn with mask pendant

18 1/2” x 2” x 1 1/2”

01010135
Masked chihuahua pendant

18 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”

01010137
Corsair bulldog pendant

18 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”

FASHION ACCESSORIES

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/animalheroes

Lladró Unique Gifts

by lladró lab

The pet waiting for us when we arrive 
home, our faithful stuffed toy during 
childhood, the lovable characters from 
fairytales... Lladró has transformed the 
animals that are part of our lives into 
charming pendants in the Animal Heroes 

collection, joining its Little Jewels line of 
small porcelain jewelry. With their irre-
sistible combination of fantasy and ten-
der charm, this surprising accessories 
are sure to being a smile to people’s 
faces.
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